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The Beta Band

One is the loneliest number that you'll ever do 
two can be as bad as one 
it's the loneliest number since the number one 

Cinematic synergy 
a whole lotta energy 
virtual reality 
doomsday scenery 
grab artillery

cinematic synergy 
a whole lotta energy 
virtual reality 
doomsday scenery 
grab artillery 
burn the flag steadily 
depression 
driving a brand new chevy 

water erase a liquid sunflower 
verbal abuser underneath the stone shower 
power in the hour 
moon in the flower 
for alone one is a glorious number 
in the darkest days 
touch our brightest ways 
raincloud penetrating gray sunrays 
electric rain 
virtual mud 
east the river nile 
babylonian flood 
won't stay the shadow 
I sleep for food or plate
unborn face still behind heaven's gate 

for universe sake drink soda grape 
high indigo skies wrapped in homocide scene 

blondie said the tide is high 
bobby-dee don't cry just dry your eye 
with the bamboo sticks and the georgia sky 
black goo bubbling on blueberry pie 
the praying mantis grasshopper flew 
everything old is everything new 
nightmares first degree murder deja vu 
this is what you know 
what you don't know is the clue 

one is the loneliest number that you'll ever do 
two can be as bad as one 
it's the loneliest number since the number one 

new york rats running all around mars
how many nightmares imprisoned in scars
doctor chivago's cream creates wars
insecurity BMX melts in stores
Inhale your thoughts and - Exhale your wishes
before I trace the vocals I gotta do the dishes
Scream midelika mil-lacka starfishes



based on fuels why now mules want stitches
OJ sensation, in the meditation,
delta blues in the bloody liberation
Jome-Byez, diagonal fez, revolution
try to rap forcation, bird-eye sensation
Zillion kind of bees, but only one nation
Sun swims in oceans all aquatic-emotion
Invisible claws 'siehuga' the grafitti
Wanna see the music through the eyes of Stevie
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